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Next Project 11 Partners with Joerns Healthcare to Provide Rental Platform
Hayesville, NC, March 2016 – Next Project 11 has entered into a partnership to provide Joerns Healthcare with the
technology driving their new customer online ordering portal, MyJHC. The new portal will give Joerns’ customers analytic
tools to make ordering products easier and faster, improving patient care while lowering cost. The portal also provides
access to Next Project 11’s Bac-Track software, a designated program for monitoring and preventing HAI’s due to cross
contamination.
“The Next Project11 technology was created to improve healthcare through better information and analytics,” said Scott
McDaniel, Chief Executive Officer of Next Project 11.
“We are excited about this opportunity to provide our customers with these new analytics. The software will give the
customer data that will reduce the cost of healthcare while improving patient outcomes,” said Mark Ludwig, President and
Chief Executive Officer. “The addition of these unique analytics will further strengthen our customers’ ability to make the
best purchasing and rental decisions based on their individual needs.”
About Next Project 11
Next Project 11 is a software company dedicated to improving healthcare through better information and analytics. Next Project 11
provides robust rental management software, supplies marketplace portal, turnkey healthcare analytics, and ad hoc data analysis tools
in the post-acute care industry. Next Project 11 has developed industry-leading tools such as Bac-Track to better understand infection
control. Our unique dashboard analytics give the caregivers real-time information to help determine necessary measures to lower risk
of cross contamination. Combined with our rental and purchasing Dashboard, the customer is able to make better-informed decisions
to improve care and lower cost.
For more information visit www.nextproject11.com.	
  
About Joerns Healthcare
Joerns Healthcare is a leading manufacturer and national service provider of Patient Handling and Wound Care products to the
healthcare continuum. We help healthcare providers solve complex medical equipment challenges, improve patient and caregiver
safety, and speed patient healing with our renown Purple Shirt service and efficient spend management. Headquartered in Charlotte,
North Carolina with over 2000 employees throughout North America and Europe, Joerns Healthcare is committed to delivering solutions
that improve the lives of patients and care providers.
For more information visit www.Joerns.com.
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